We present a new polygon decomposition problem, the anchored area partition problem, which has applications to a multiple-robot terrain-covering problem. This problem concerns dividing a given polygon P into n polygonal pieces, each of a speci ed area and each containing a certain point (site) on its boundary. We rst present the algorithm for the case when P is convex and contains no holes. Then the generalized version that handles nonconvex and nonsimply connected polygons is presented. The algorithm uses sweep-line and divide-andconquer techniques to construct the polygon partition. The algorithm assumes the input polygon P has been divided into a set of p convex pieces (p = 1 when P is convex) and runs in time O(pn 2 + vn), where v is the sum of the number of vertices of the convex pieces.
Introduction
The polygon decomposition problem is the problem of dividing a given polygon into a set of smaller polygons. It has been studied in a variety of forms, and has applications in a variety of elds, including VLSI design, computer graphics, cartography, pattern recognition, and databases. We propose here a new polygon decomposition problem, the area partition problem, which has applications in the eld of robotics. We present a polynomial-time divide-and-conquer sweep-line algorithm for the solution of one version of this problem for any simple polygon.
Perhaps the most prevalent and widely applicable form of polygon decomposition is triangulation. Algorithms abound for creating triangulations of polygons with various characteristics ( 3, 4, 8, 10, 11, 12] , e.g.). Polynomial-time algorithms have also been presented for decomposing polygons into trapezoids 2], convex polygons 6, 15, 17, 19, 21, 31] , star-shaped or monotone polygons 19] , and rectangles 21, 23] . In 1], an algorithm is presented for decomposing a polygon into regions based on geodesic distance from a set of points, that is, for constructing the geodesic Voronoi diagram. Many types of polygon decompositions, including triangulations, convex decompositions, quadrilateralizations, and visibility polygon decompositions are considered in 26] and the works referenced there.
Two types of minimal decompositions have also been considered in the literature: (a) decompositions using the minimum number of components and (b) those with minimum total edge length. Polynomial-time algorithms have been developed, for example, for dividing rectilinear polygons into rectangles and polygons into convex polygons by drawing lines of minimal total length 21], for dissection of a rectilinear polygon with arbitrary holes into the minimum number of rectangles 30] , and for division of a polygon into the minimum number of convex pieces 7] . Several other minimal decomposition problems have been shown to be NP-hard 22, 27] .
Polygon decomposition is also studied in conjunction with the theory of packings, coverings, and tilings ( 14, 18, 20] , e.g.), which concerns arranging a set of polygons, each usually a copy of a single polygon or one of a small set of polygons, in such a way as to occupy as much of a given region as possible with minimal or no overlap of the polygons. Another interesting variation on the polygon decomposition problem comes from the mathematics literature concerned with dissection theory 5, 13] . There it is shown that, given any two polygons of the same area, either can be cut into a set of pieces that can be rearranged to produce the other. Such polygons are said to be equidecomposible.
The area partition problem, which we introduce here, is the problem of dividing a given arbitrary polygon into a number of pieces, each with a given area. Previous work on decomposing polygons using area constraints concerns the division of rectangles de ned on a gird into equal-area regions. Page and Sastry 28] show that a rectangle de ned on a lattice may be divided into two regions of equal area by a polygonal path with vertices on the lattice that are de ned by the Fibonacci sequence. They also consider the more general problem of dividing such a rectangle into two parts of not necessarily equal area by a nondecreasing path on the lattice but provide only an approximate solution in this case. Christou and Meyer 9] present a method for partitioning a rectangle de ned on a grid into equal-area rectilinear polygons of minimum (or nearly minimum) total perimeter.
The problem we consider is much more general in that it considers arbitrarily shaped simple polygons divided into two or more regions of not necessarily equal areas. As with the general polygon decomposition problem, there are many versions of the area partition problem. The version we consider here is dubbed the anchored area partition problem. It is motivated by the following terrain-covering problem in robotics. There are n robots R i ; i = 1; : : : ; n; each placed at a distinct starting point S i on the boundary of a polygonal region P. The robots are given the task of completely covering the given region. That is, each part of the region P must be visited by one of the robots, so as, for example, to vacuum a oor, mow a lawn, or simply explore a region. To do this most e ciently, the region P should be divided among the robots so they each do roughly the same amount of work with no overlap of the work regions.
In its assigned region, each robot will execute a terrain-covering algorithm 16, 24, 25, 29] . Two good measures of the amount of work done by a robot performing a given terrain-covering task are the length of the path it generates and the amount of time spent on the task. These values depend on the algorithm the robot executes and the characteristics of the robot and the environment. Given these characteristics, the relative capabilities of the robots can be determined based on an estimate of the area of the region each can cover in a given amount of time.
We assume that, based on the relative capabilities of the robots, it has already been determined what proportion of the area of the region P each robot should be assigned. These proportions are
represented by a set of values c i ; i = 1; : : : ; n, with 0 < c i < 1 and n i=1 c i = 1:0. The problem we consider is as follows: Given a polygon P and n points (sites) S 1 ; : : : ; S n on the polygon, divide the polygon into n nonoverlapping polygons P 1 ; : : : ; P n such that Area(P i ) = c i Area(P) and S i is After introducing some additional notation in Section 2, we present in Section 3 an algorithm to solve the anchored area partition problem when polygon P is convex and simply connected. Section 4 presents a generalization of this algorithm for the case when P is nonconvex or nonsimply connected. Section 5 discusses a generalization of the algorithm presented in Section 4 that allows sites in the interior of the polygon P. Examples of the algorithm's performance are given in Section 6, followed by some concluding remarks in Section 7.
Problem Description and Notation
An area partition of a polygon P is a set of nonoverlapping polygons P 1 ; : : : ; P n , each of a speci ed area, such that n i=1 Interior(P i ) = Interior(P). If, in addition, each polygon P i in the partition has a particular point (site) S i on it the partition is also known as an anchored area partition on S 1 ; : : : ; S n .
An anchored area partition problem is speci ed by providing the polygon P, the set of sites S 1 ; : : : ; S n on P and, for each site S i an area requirement, denoted AreaRequired(S i ), which speci es the desired area of each polygon P i . In the problem we consider, AreaRequired(S i ) = c i Area(P), where 0 < c i < 1 and n i=1 c i = 1. For any set of sites S, AreaRequired(S) = S i 2S AreaRequired(S i ).
The polygon P is assumed to have been decomposed into a collection of convex polygons. This can be done in time polynomial in the number of vertices of P 6, 15, 17, 19, 21, 31] . Let CP j ; j = 1; : : : ; p denote the set of nonoverlapping convex polygons (pieces) such that Interior(P) = p j=1 Interior(CP j ). (When P is convex, P = CP 1 .) Each piece CP k for which k < j is a predecessor of CP j ; when k > j, CP k is a successor of CP j . Any two pieces CP j and CP k are neighbors if they share an edge (Figure 1 ).
In general, the polygons P i of an area partition will be nonconvex and, when the original polygon P contains holes, may be nonsimply connected. We construct each polygon P i incrementally as a union of smaller nonoverlapping polygons. Each smaller polygon constructed as part of P i is said to be assigned to site S i .
The algorithm we present uses a divide-and-conquer, sweep-line approach to construct an area partition. A given polygon P is divided into two polygons using one or more line segments, and each smaller polygon is recursively divided until the entire partition has been constructed. Each polygon P is represented as an ordered collection of convex pieces. The ordering of these pieces is derived from the ordering of the pieces of the convex decomposition of the original polygon P. (Figure 2 ). Each polygon P is represented simply as a pointer to one of its convex pieces, from which the other pieces may be reached by following neighbor pointers. Given any convex piece CP, the union of pieces connected to it is referred to as the polygon rooted at CP and is denoted Poly(CP). For any polygon P, the set S(P) = CP2P S(CP). Let A polygon P for which jS(P)j = q, is called a q-site polygon. A polygon P is called area-complete if AreaRequired(S(P)) = Area(P); area-incomplete if AreaRequired(S(P)) > Area(P); site-incomplete if AreaRequired(S(P)) < Area(P). Using this terminology, the anchored area partition problem on sites S 1 ; : : : ; S n can be restated as follows. Given an n-site area-complete polygon P divided into a set of convex pieces CP j ; j = 1; : : : ; p, and sites S(P) = fS 1 ; : : : ; S n g on P, construct n 1-site area-complete polygons P 1 ; : : : ; P n with S(P i ) = fS i g.
Simply Connected, Convex Polygons
When P is convex, the desired area partition can be achieved using n ? 1 line segments, each of which divides a given q-site, area-complete polygon, q > 1, into two smaller convex polygons | a q 1 -site area-complete polygon and a q 2 -site area-complete polygon with q 1 + q 2 = q and q 1 ; q 2 > 0. In this way it is always possible to achieve an n-site anchored area partition in which each of the polygons P i is convex. Section 3.1 describes the algorithm for computing line segments that partition a convex polygon in this way. The complexity of this algorithm is discussed in Section 3.2.
Input -convex polygon P; the list W(P) = w k ; k = 1; : : : ; m of vertices and sites in CCW order; the set of sites S(P) = S 1 ; : : : ; S q numbered according to their order in the list W(P) 
else if L e = S n and Area(P r
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Figure 4: The procedure for dividing a convex area-complete polygon into two smaller areacomplete polygons.
Algorithm
The procedure for dividing a given convex, area-complete polygon P into two smaller area-complete polygons, which is summarized in Figure 4 , works as follows. The list W(P) of vertices and sites of P is provided as input, and the sites S 1 ; : : : ; S q are assumed to be numbered according to their appearance in this ordered list. The line segment L = (L s ; L e ) is initialized as the segment (w 1 ; S 1 ). Using L s as a pivot point, this segment is swept counterclockwise around the polygon until one of the following conditions holds:
) and L e = S n . In the rst case, P r L and P l L are both area-complete polygons and, since L e never passes S n , each contains at least one site, so the desired division has been achieved. In the second case, there are no sites on P to the right of L, so the starting point of the segment L can be moved counterclockwise Lemma 3.1 Any convex q-site area-complete polygon P, q > 1, can be divided into a convex q 1 -site area-complete polygon and a convex q 2 -site area-complete polygon with q 1 + q 2 = q and q 1 ; q 2 > 0 using procedure ConvexDivide.
Thus, through repeated applications of this procedure, a convex, n-site area-complete polygon can be partitioned into n convex, 1-site area-complete polygons.
Complexity Analysis
The procedure ConvexDivide takes time linear in the size of the list W(P). Each vertex and site in W(P) is considered at most twice in this procedure: once to add it to either P r L or P l 
Nonconvex or Nonsimply Connected Polygons
The algorithm we present for computing an anchored area partition of a nonconvex or nonsimply connected polygon P is a generalization of the algorithm of Section 3. The polygon P is assumed to have been divided into a set of convex polygons CP j ; j = 1; : : : ; p; using any one of a number of . These pieces are ordered and then processed in the speci ed order in a manner similar to that described for convex polygons in Section 3. The main di erence lies, of course, in the fact that when CP j 6 = P it is not necessarily the case that CP j is area-complete. When Area(CP j ) is too small for the area requirements of S(CP j ) (i.e., CP j is area-incomplete), the remaining area required by the sites must be acquired from neighboring pieces; when the area of a piece is too large for its sites (i.e., CP j is site-incomplete), any part of the piece that is cordoned o for a particular site or set of sites must be done in such a way as to leave the unassigned and unprocessed portions of P connected. In Section 4.1.1 we describe the procedure for ordering the convex pieces CP j ; j = 1; : : : ; p; of polygon P. The algorithm for processing the pieces is described in Section 4.1.2 and the complexity of both procedures is discussed in Section 4.2.
Algorithm

Ordering the Pieces
Given the pieces CP j , a connectivity graph G = (N; E) is built. This graph contains one node N j 2 N for each convex piece CP j and an edge e jk 2 E between any two nodes N j and N k corresponding to neighboring pieces of the polygon ( Figure 6 ). From the connectivity graph, an ordering of the pieces is determined. The ordering is such that only the last piece in the ordering has all its neighbors earlier in the ordering. In this way we assure that, as each piece is processed, all but one of its later neighbors can be ignored and it will still be possible to assign each site a connected portion of the polygon P.
To produce an ordering of the pieces, the procedure OrderPieces summarized in Figure 7 is used. Given a particular node in the connectivity graph, OrderPieces walks through the graph in a depth-rst manner, marking each node it visits. When a leaf node is found, its corresponding piece is placed next in the ordering. A leaf node is de ned as a node N j with one of the following properties: The procedure used to produce an ordering of the convex pieces of a polygon.
2. All of N j 's neighbors have been marked; Consider, for example, the polygon shown in Figure 6 . If OrderPieces is called with N 1 initially, the graph traversal will proceed as follows. Node N 1 is marked and then the neighbors of N 1 are ordered. If N 4 is the rst neighbor of N 1 considered, it will be marked and then OrderPieces will be called for N 5 . Since N 5 has only one neighbor, it is a leaf node, so CP 5 is output rst in the ordering. Then N 2 , the next neighbor of N 4 , is considered. It is not a leaf node, so its unmarked neighbor N 3 is considered. N 3 is a leaf node since both N 1 and N 2 have been marked. Thus CP 3 is second in the ordering. After marking N 3 , N 2 has no more unmarked neighbors and thus becomes a leaf node. Piece CP 2 is placed third in the ordering, then CP 4 and nally CP 1 .
Assume in what follows that the pieces CP 1 ; : : : ; CP p have been renumbered in accordance with the ordering produced by OrderPieces.
Dividing the Pieces
Each of the pieces CP j ; j = 1; : : : ; p; is processed by dividing PredPoly(CP j ) into a number of pieces, each of which will either be assigned to a site or remain attached to the rest of Poly(CP j ), and thus become part of PredPoly(CP k ), for some k > j. The division is accomplished in a recursive fashion. Generally, PredPoly(CP j ) is divided into two parts using a single line segment that intersects CP j at two points. One of these parts is removed from Poly(CP j ). Then each of the parts is divided until the entire piece has been divided among its sites. There are two mutually recursive procedures used to accomplish the division of a particular convex piece and its predecessors. One constructs the line segments that divide PredPoly(CP) into its two parts and the other removes polygons created by this division and either assigns them to a particular site or recursively divides them as necessary. We rst describe the procedure for constructing the line segment to divide PredPoly(CP). This procedure is summarized in Figure 8 . The NonconvexDivide procedure
As in the ConvexDivide algorithm described in Section 3, a piece CP is divided by sweeping a line segment counterclockwise around CP. However, unlike for the ConvexDivide algorithm, a particular ordering of the points W(CP) is necessary to assure correctness of the more general algorithm described here. In particular, the points W(CP) need to be ordered such that the line constructed to divide PredPoly(CP) makes it possible to detach a portion of PredPoly(CP) and leave the rest attached to a successor of CP. and Area(P r L 2 ) > AreaRequired(S(CP r L 2 )). Let T = (t 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ) be the triangle that is the di erence between CP r L 1 and CP r L 2 and let (t 1 ; t 2 ) be the edge of CP connecting L 1 and L 2 ( Figure 9 ). There are three cases to consider:
Area(P r L 1 + PredPoly(CP; (t 1 ; t 2 ))) < AreaRequired(S(CP r L )) PredPoly(CP; (t 1 ; t))) = AreaRequired(S(CP r L )). Polygons P r L 1 + T 0 ? PredPoly(CP; (t 1 ; t)) and P l L 1 ?T 0 are then divided recursively. Note that since the condition for this case is a strict inequality, t 6 = t 2 and thus PredPoly(CP; (t 1 ; t 2 )) will remain connected to P l L 1 ? T 0 ( Figure 10 ). Case 1.2: In the second case all of PredPoly(CP; (t 1 ; t 2 )) can be used to satisfy the area requirements of S(CP r L ). Again, linear interpolation will discover an area interpolation point t on the edge (t 1 ; t 2 ) that results in a proper division of the area. De ning T 0 as in the Case 1.1, processing proceeds by dividing polygons P r L 1 +T 0 and P l L 1 ?T 0 ?PredPoly(CP; (t 1 ; t)) recursively.
Due to the strict inequality Area(P r L 1 )+P redPoly(CP; (t 1 ; t 2 ))) < AreaRequired(S(CP r L )), t 6 = t 1 in this case and the polygon P r L 1 + T 0 will not be degenerate at this point ( Figure 11 ). Case 1.3: In the last case, only a portion of the polygon PredPoly(CP; (t 1 ; t 2 )) is necessary to satisfy the area requirements of sites S(CP r L ). Therefore PredPoly(CP; (t 1 ; t 2 )) must be divided into a portion that will be assigned to S(CP r L ) and a portion that will remain unassigned. This division is accomplished through the use of a pseudo-site. A pseudo-site is a point on an edge between CP and one of its neighbors that is treated as if it were a real site when the neighboring piece is processed. In this case, the location of the pseudo-site PS is computed as any point in PredPoly(CP 3 ; (w 5 ; w 6 )) = CP 2 + (remainder of CP 1 ). When CP 3 is divided, L e is moved around CP 3 to the point w 6 where Area(P r L ) > AreaRequired(S 2 ). If it is the case that the area of PredPoly(CP 3 ; (w 5 ; w 6 )) plus Area((w 1 ; w 2 ; w 4 ; w 5 )) is less than AreaRequired(S 2 ), there must exists a point t on the edge (w 5 ; w 6 ) such that Area(PredPoly(CP 3 ; (w 5 ; w 6 ))) + Area((w 1 ; w 2 ; w 4 ; w 5 ; t)) = AreaRequired(S 2 ). The lighter shaded area has been assigned to S 1 , as in Figure 11 . If Area((w 1 ; w 2 ; w 4 ; w 5 ; w 6 )) < AreaRequired(S 2 ) Area((w 1 ; w 2 ; w 4 ; w 5 )) +Area(P redPoly(CP 3 ; (w 5 ; w 6 ))), then PredPoly(CP 3 ; (w 5 ; w 6 )) must be divided. The point PS is a pseudo-site used to acquire area from PredPoly(CP 3 ; (w 5 ; w 6 )). The darker shaded area, encompassing parts of CP 1 and CP 2 , is the polygon that gets assigned to PS by recursive calls to the divide procedure. This polygonal region will then be assigned to S 2 . Otherwise, a pseudo-site for S 1 will be created on the segment (t; w 1 ).
the interor of edge (t 1 ; t 2 ). Let T 0 be the triangle (t 1 ; PS; t 3 ). The area requirement for PS is the di erence between AreaRequired(S(CP r L )) and Area(P r L 1 + T 0 ). Once the pseudo-site has been computed, PredPoly(CP; (t 1 ; PS)) is divided and pieces of PredPoly(CP; (t 1 ; PS)) are assigned to PS. The pieces assigned to PS in this division are then added to P r L 1 + T 0 and this new area-complete polygon is divided recursively, as is the polygon P l satis es its area requirement. In either case, after P r L has been divided and a portion of it removed, the remaining portion is divided. This could result in the creation of more pseudo-sites on the edge (w m ; w 1 ) of CP. These pseudo-sites will be encountered when NextNeighbor(CP) is processed.
Pieces of the polygon assigned to the pseudo-sites will actually be assigned to their corresponding original sites ( Figure 13 ). The assignment of polygonal pieces to sites and creation of pseudo-sites is accomplished by the DetachAndAssign procedure, described below.
Note that, given a q-site area-compete polygon, the NonconvexDivide procedure always results in the creation of either a q 1 -site area-complete polygon and a q 2 -site area-complete polygon, q 1 ; q 2 > 0; q 1 + q 2 = q (Cases 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 2 ), or a 1-site area-incomplete polygon that is assigned to a particular site and another q-site area-complete polygon of smaller area (Case 2). Note also that given a convex piece CP with jS(CP)j = q, the dividing line L will divide CP into a q 1 -site convex polygon and a q 2 -site polygon, q 1 + q 2 = q but such that one of q 1 and q 2 may be zero. A 0-site polygon will be created by the division when PredPoly(CP) is site-incomplete. Due to the prescribed ordering of the elements of W(CP), this 0-site polygon will remain attached to NextNeighbor(CP). Note also, that after all recursive divisions of a particular piece CP are done, only 0-site portions of PredPoly(CP) remain; all other portions will have been removed and assigned to sites. Thus we have the condition that for any piece CP, S(PredPoly(CP)) = S(CP).
The DetachAndAssign procedure
Next we describe the procedure, summarized in Figure 14 , that detaches pieces of the polygon carved out by the dividing lines constructed in NonconvexDivide and either assigns them to particular sites or divides them by calling NonconvexDivide again.
As pointed out above, for any piece CP of a polygon P, S(PredPoly(CP)) = S(CP). The area requirements of the sites S(CP) therefore dictate how PredPoly(CP) is divided. Once PredPoly(CP) is divided, the remaining portion of Poly(CP) will be divided by subsequent recursive calls to DetachAndAssign and NonconvexDivide. Given any convex piece CP, there are three cases to consider:
1. PredPoly(CP) is area-complete; vide PredPoly(CP) further; it is assigned to site S i and removed from polygon Poly(CP). If PredPoly(CP) is area-complete and there is more than one site in S(CP) then PredPoly(CP) is simply removed from Poly(CP) and processed as a smaller version of the original problem, for which an ordering of the convex pieces has already been established.
Case 2: In the second case, since Area(PredPoly(CP)) < AreaRequired(S(CP)), not only must the polygon PredPoly(CP) be divided among its sites, but area must also be acquired from neighboring pieces for the sites in S(CP). As indicated above, this is accomplished through the use of pseudo-sites. If S(CP) = fS i g for some i, then PredPoly(CP) is assigned to S i and removed from Poly(CP). Then the location of the pseudo-site PS i is computed as an interior point of the edge connecting CP to NextNeighbor(CP). The area requirement for PS i is AreaRequired(S i ) less the area of the pieces already assigned to S i . When NextNeighbor(CP) is processed, pieces of the polygon will be assigned to S i through its pseudo-site PS i . If jS(CP)j > 1, a pseudosite is not created yet since it is not clear which of the sites will require the extra area. The division procedure is called to divide PredPoly(CP). The division procedure will recursively divide PredPoly(CP), eventually producing at least one piece CP 0 such that jS(CP 0 )j = 1 and Area(PredPoly(CP 0 )) < AreaRequired(S(CP 0 )), at which point the pseudo-site will be created.
Case 3: In the third case, the area of PredPoly(CP) is too large for the area requirements of the sites S(CP). Therefore, part of PredPoly(CP) must be assigned to sites on pieces that have yet to be processed. That is, a 0-site portion of PredPoly(CP) must be created. This is accomplished by simply calling the division procedure for PredPoly(CP). Lemma 4.1 Any q-site area-complete polygon P, q > 1, will be divided by the procedures NonconvexDivide and DetachAndAssign into either a q 1 -site area-complete polygon and a q 2 -site area-complete polygon with q 1 + q 2 = q and q 1 ; q 2 > 0 or a 1-site area-incomplete polygon, which is removed from P, and a q-site area-complete polygon P 0 with Area(P 0 ) < Area(P). In the latter case, one of the q sites of P 0 is a pseudo-site located on the boundary between P 0 and the part of P that was removed.
It follows from this lemma that all the pieces assigned to a particular site, either through pseudo-sites or not, must be connected. Thus, given any q-site area-complete polygon, repeated applications of these two mutually recursive procedures must produce a set of q 1-site area-complete polygons. The area partition of P can be constructed by calling DetachAndAssign with each piece CP j ; j = 1; : : : ; p; in turn.
Complexity Analysis
In this section we show that for a polygon P that has been divided into p pieces CP 1 ; : : : ; CP p such that v j = jV (CP j )j and v = p i=1 v j , the procedures OrderPieces, NonconvexDivide, and DetachAndAssign require O(pn 2 + vn) time to construct an anchored area partition on n sites in the worst case.
To order the convex pieces CP 1 ; : : : ; CP p of the polygon P, OrderPieces visits each node of the corresponding connectivity graph at most twice. Thus the ordering can be produced in time linear in the number of pieces p.
The NonconvexDivide procedure requires O(pn 2 + nv) time to divide all p pieces among the n sites. In the worst case, each of the p pieces will be divided into n polygons, each of which will be assigned to one of the sites. For each of these n polygons carved out of a piece CP j , the division requires O(n + v j ) time, where v j = jV (CP j )j. Thus in total it requires O(pn 2 + vn) time to divide all the pieces. Note that this is true even though it is not always the case that when a piece CP is divided, the change in the area of CP r L as new vertices are added to it can be computed in constant time. When an edge e is added to CP r L and PredPoly(CP; e) exists, it is sometimes necessary to visit each piece of PredPoly(CP; e) to compute the change in the area of CP r L . This requires time linear in the number of pieces of PredPoly(CP; e). However, for each site that is assigned some portion of a piece CP j , the number of times that piece, or a portion of it, must be visited to discover its area can be limited to a constant number using the proper data structure. Thus the computation of Area(PredPoly(CP; e)) requires at most O(pn) time in total, and the overall running time of O(pn 2 + nv) for the procedure NonconvexDivide is not a ected.
To detach a piece of the polygon constructed in NonconvexDivide it is necessary to update the neighbor pointers of the piece and its current neighbors. For a convex polygon CP j with v j vertices, this requires O(v j ) time. In the worst case, the division of a convex piece with v j vertices will result in one convex piece with three vertices and one with v j + 1 vertices. If each piece is divided among all the sites and each division results in an additional vertex the total time required to detach each of these pieces is no more than the sum of the number of vertices in the worst case, which is O(v j + n 2 ). So for all p pieces, the total time required to detach the pieces is O(v + pn 2 ).
Assigning a polygon to a particular site can be done in constant time if with each pseudo-site PS i created for site S i information about where to attach the pseudo-site's polygon to the remainder of site S i 's polygon is stored. Thus, as it is constructed each site's polygon will be a collection of convex pieces. Merging these into a single polygon requires time linear in the sum of the number of vertices of the pieces, which is at most O(pn + v). Thus, to merge all n site polygons requires O(pn 2 + vn) time.
Thus we see that DetachAndAssign and NonconvexDivide both require O(pn 2 +vn) time and OrderPieces requires O(p) time. The total time required to compute the anchored area partition on n sites using these procedures is O(pn 2 + vn).
Interior Sites
Using the algorithm described in Section 4, sites in the interior of the polygon P can be easily handled with a minor modi cation to the initial convex decomposition of P. We need only assure that each site S i lies on some piece of the convex decomposition. If the original decomposition does not accomplish this, then for each site S i that lies in the interior of a piece CP j , we simply divide that piece in two using a line segment that passes through the site S i (Figure 15 ). The orientation of this line segment may be chosen arbitrarily without a ecting the correctness of the algorithm. Using this modi ed convex decomposition, the algorithm then proceeds exactly as described in Section 4. 
Examples
In this section, we present examples of our algorithm's performance for convex, nonconvex, and nonsimply connected workspaces. The rst example, Figure 16 , shows a nonregular convex polygon with v = 7 vertices and n = 7 sites. In this example, the area requirements for the sites, shown as a percent of the total area in parentheses next to each site, are unequal. Figure 17 shows a nonconvex polygon with 12 vertices that is to be divided into 7 equal-area pieces. The polygons labeled CP 1 ; : : : ; CP 5 in Figure 17 (a) constitute the initial decomposition of the polygon P into convex pieces, numbered according to the order in which they will be processed. Figures 17(b) through (e) show the progression of the algorithm through the division of each convex piece. Figure 17 (f) shows the resulting equal-area partition for the given sites. Figure 18 presents an example of an environment with two polygonal holes that is to be divided into 5 equal-area polygons. The initial convex decomposition results in the 11 convex pieces CP 1 ; : : : ; CP 11 , again numbered in the order in which they will be processed. From these pieces the partition shown in Figure 18 (b) is produced. Figure 19 shows an environment with one polygonal hole and four sites, two of which line in the interior of the polygon. The polygon is to be divided into four equal-area pieces. A convex decomposition of the original polygon that results in each site lying on some convex piece is shown in Figure 19 (a); the resulting anchored area partition is presented in Figure 19 (b).
In each of these examples, the partition shown is not the only one that could be produced by our algorithm. For convex polygons, di erent partitions can be achieved with di erent orderings of the vertices (Figure 20(a) ). For nonconvex and nonsimply connected polygons, di erent partitions can be achieved with di erent orderings of the convex pieces ( Figure 21 ) or with di erent convex decompositions. Similarly, di erent partitions can be achieved when one or more sites lie in the interior of the polygon by choosing di erent orientations for the segments that pass through each interior site and divide the containing convex pieces.
Di erent partitions of a given polygon can also be achieved by changing the distribution of the sites on the polygon (Figure 20(b) ). Generally, it is desirable to produce more simply shaped regions (e.g., because robot terrain-covering algorithms can be implemented more easily and e ciently in more simply shaped regions). One measure of the simplicity of a polygon P is its compactness, computed, for example, as Area(P)=Perimeter(P). Figure 22 shows a plot of average compactness of the partition polygons relative to the original polygon when sites are distributed uniformly and randomly around the perimeter of a convex polygon. Each data point represents an average over 400 partitions created from 20 random convex polygons, each with 20 distributions of sites. The relative compactness does not vary signi cantly with the number of vertices of the original polygon. However, as the number of sites increases, the relative compactness decreases. More signi cantly, the di erence between the relative compactness for uniformly distributed sites and randomly distributed sites increases, with the values for uniformly distributed sites consistently higher. This data suggests that distributing the sites uniformly around the initial polygon generally results in more compact partition polygons.
Conclusion
We have introduced a new type of polygon decomposition for arbitrary, simple polygons | the area partition. Each polygon of this decomposition is constructed to have a particular area. We have considered here only one version of the area partition problem, the anchored area partition problem, which is motivated by a multiple-robot terrain-covering problem in robotics. In the terrain-covering problem, each part of a given polygonal region must be visited by one of a collection of n robots. Thus the original region should be divided into a set of n smaller, nonoverlapping regions, one for each robot; the desired areas of these regions are determined by the relative terrain-covering capabilities of the individual robots. The polynomial-time algorithm we present will partition any simple polygon { convex or nonconvex and with or without polygonal holes. When the original polygon P is convex and without holes, each polygon of the area partition will also be convex. No such nice properties are guaranteed when P is not convex or contains holes. In fact, in this case, the polygons of the partition could contain degeneracies. Note that polygon P 3 , while quite narrow in some places, is not disconnected. Note that P 4 is again quite narrow but not disconnected. In general, the area partition of the polygon P constructed by our algorithm is only one of many possible area partitions. Among other things, it is dependent upon the shape and ordering of the pieces of the convex decomposition CP 1 ; : : : ; CP p . It may be possible, with a di erent initial decomposition, a di erent ordering, or even a di erent algorithm, to construct an area partition that results in fewer degeneracies, fewer re ex vertices, or more compact partition polygons. There are many other types of area partitions one may consider. For example, constructing an unanchored area partition that is not constrained by a set of sites is easily done by a plane-sweeping method when P is convex and simply connected. Such a simple method does not generally work for a nonconvex or nonsimply connected polygon. A partition unconstrained by sites can be constructed using the algorithm presented here by simply choosing a set of points on the polygon with the desired area requirements to act as sites. The distribution of sites greatly a ects the characteristics of the partition polygons created by our algorithm. Though empirical evidence suggests that a uniform distribution of the sites around the perimeter of a convex polygon generally results in more compact partition polygons, it is unclear how best to choose the site locations for an arbitrary polygon. This is an important consideration for the robotics setting we consider, as robots generally operate more e ciently in more simply shaped regions.
